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1. Background 

Many customers develop quectel module based on the embedded linux platform, which 

requires the linux os to install the module driver in advance. One of the methods is to compile 

and install the kernel source code. This article will use raspberry 4B to explain cross-compilation 

and installation of quectel USB driver. 

 

2. Environment setup 

◆ Host machine ---ubuntu 16.04 

◆ Cross compilation tool chain 

◆ Raspberry latest linux kernel source code(based on linux kernel 5.9) 

 

 

2.1 Host PC Install Required Dependencies 

 

 

The figure above shows that the related dependencies have been installed. 

BTW, Customers may use different embedded Linux platforms. Usually the manufacturer will 

provide the corresponding build dependencies. In addition, when you fail to execute the 

compilation, the command line will also prompt which dependencies are missing. 

 

sudo apt install git bc bison flex libssl-dev make libc6-dev libncurses5-dev 
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2.2 Install cross compilation tool chain 

Download toolchain from Raspberry's official Git. 

 

Due to git clone fail ,here I enter the link to download the zip package directly: 

 

 

Next, the toolchain needs to be added to the system environment variables so that it can be accessed 

globally. 

 

 

 

 

If the setting is successful, will add the toolchain path to the .bashrc file endline. 

 

 

git clone https://github.com/raspberrypi/tools  

echo PATH=\$PATH:~/tools/arm-bcm2708/gcc-linaro-arm-linux-gnueabihf-raspbian-x64/bin >> ~/.bashrc 

source ~/.bashrc  //enable set 

vi ~/.bashrc  //check setting 
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2.3 Get the Kernel Sources and configure the kernel 

 To download the minimal source tree for the current branch, run: 

  

 

 

Ener kernel source code dir and confgs: 

 

Note: due raspberry pi 4 supports 64-bit architecture, so build 64-bit version, in fact, different 

embedded linux platforms have corresponding reference settings. 

  

3. Modify the kernel source code of the usb driver 

3.1 USB Serial Option Driver 

Add VID and PID 

 

  

 

In order to recognize the module, the module’s VID and PID information as below need to be added 

to the file [KERNEL]/drivers/usb/serial/option.c. 

 

git clone --depth=1 https://github.com/raspberrypi/linux 

vi driver/usb/serial/options.c 
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Add the Zero Packet Mechanism 

As required by the USB protocol, the mechanism for processing zero packets needs to be added 

during bulk-out transmission by adding the following statements. 

 

 

Add Reset-resume Mechanism 

Some USB host controllers/USB hubs will lose power or be reset when MCU enters the 

Suspend/Sleep mode, and cannot be used for USB resume after MCU exits from the 

Suspend/Sleep mode. The reset-resume mechanism needs to be enabled by adding the following 

statements. 
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Use MBIM, GobiNet or QMI_WWAN Driver 

If MBIM, GobiNet or QMI_WWAN driver is required, add the following statements to prevent the 

module’s interface 4 from being used as a USB serial device 

 

 

3.2 Add GobiNet Driver 

When the GobiNet driver has been installed in the module, a network device and a QMI channel 

will be created. The network device is named as ethX (usbX if the kernel version is 2.6.39 or 

lower) and the QMI channel is /dev/qcqmiX. The network device is used for data transmission, 

and QMI channel is used for QMI message interaction. 
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Modify Source Codes of the Driver 

The GobiNet driver is provided by Quectel in the form of the source file containing source codes. 

The source file should be copied to the file [KERNEL]/drivers/net/usb/ (or 

[KERNEL]/drivers/usb/net/ if the kernel version is lower than 2.6.22) 

 

 

Modify Kernel Configuration 

 

Note: Copy file to linux from windows, you need to convert the file format 
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3.3 Add QMI_WWAN Driver 

The source file containing source codes of QMI_WWAN driver is 

[KERNEL]/drivers/net/usb/qmi_wwan.c. 

In order to use the QMI_WWAN driver along with the Quectel module, the source file needs certain 

modification. 

To simplify works, Quectel provides the source file qmi_wwan_q.c, which can coexist with 

qmi_wwan.c and only be used for Quectel’s modules. The source file qmi_wwan_q.c should be copied 

to the file [KERNEL]/drivers/net/usb/. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Note: GobiNet and qmi_wwan drivers can be installed at the same time. 

3.4 Configure Kernel to Support PPP 

If PPP function is used, please follow the steps and the corresponding commands below to 

configure the kernel to support PPP.

cd [KERNEL]/drivers/net/usb 

vi Makefile  

cd [KERNEL] 

make menuconfig 
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At this point, the relevant configuration has been completed. 

 

4. Compile kernel and install the image 

4.1 Configure the kernel and compile 

Configure the kernel 

 

 

 

 

 

Compile kernel 

 

 

This process will last a long time, depends on the power of the CPU, 

To speed up compilation on multiprocessor systems, and get some improvement on single processor 

ones, use , where n is the number of processors * 1.5. Alternatively, feel free to experiment and see 

cd [KERNEL] 

make menuconfig 

KERNEL=kernel7l 

make ARCH=arm64 CROSS_COMPILE=aarch64-linux-gnu- bcm2711_defconfig 

 

make ARCH=arm64 CROSS_COMPILE=aarch64-linux-gnu- Image modules dtbs 
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what works! -j n. 

In addition, If there is a compilation error, you need to further check with error info. 

4.2 Install Image 

Take the SD card out of the Raspberry Pi and connect it to the Host machine. 

On my Ubuntu machine, the two partitions in the SD card, boot and rootfs will be automatically 

mounted. 

 

install the kernel modules onto the SD card 

 

 

 

Note:  

1. In fact, for installing the Raspberry Pi OS, SD has already formatted the partition in advance. 

2. For the embedded linux platform used by the customer, the manufacturer will provide SDK for 

building and installing Image. 

copy the kernel and Device Tree blobs onto the SD card, making sure to back up 

your old kernel: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Note: $KERNEL is a temporary environment variable, closing the current terminal will be invalid 

Finally, plug the card into the Pi and boot it! 

sudo env PATH=$PATH make ARCH=arm64 CROSS_COMPILE=aarch64-linux-gnu- 

INSTALL_MOD_PATH=/media/ol/rootfs modules_install 

 

sudo cp /media/bryan/boot/$KERNEL.img /media/ol/boot/$KERNEL-backup.img 

sudo cp arch/arm64/boot/Image /media/ol/boot/$KERNEL.img 

sudo cp arch/arm64/boot/dts/broadcom/*.dtb /media/ol/boot 

sudo cp arch/arm64/boot/dts/overlays/*.dtb* /media/ol/boot/overlays/ 

sudo cp arch/arm64/boot/dts/overlays/README /media/ol/boot/overlays/ 
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5. Test the module 

Generally, AT and PPP functions are supported. If GobiNet or QMI_WWAN driver has been 

installed, the USB network adapter function can also be used on the module. The following 

chapters explain how to test these functions, Take EC21-E as an example: 

 

 

It can be seen that the actual use here is only driven by qmi_wwan. 

Note: I tried to install them at the same time, but in fact only qmi_wwan is displayed, but there is 

no qcqmix or cdc-wdmX in /dev, so qmi dialing cannot be performed 

 

 

 

 

 

 

dmesg //check driver loading status 
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5.1 Test AT Function 

The AT port is usually /dev/ttyUSB2, which is the second ttyUSB port created by the USB serial 

option driver. 

For example: 

 

 

 

5.2 Test PPP Function 

Other network cards are recommended to be used such as GobiNet or QMI_WWAN for dialing 

instead of PPP. PPP is more complex to use than others, will cause CPU overloaded and provide 

small maximum download speed. 

 

 

 

 

Note: Regarding the PPP dialing procedure, pls refer "linux-ppp-scripts". 

 

Busybox microcom /dev/ttyUSB2 

sudo ./quectel-pppd.sh 
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5.2 Test qmi_wwan call Function 

 

 

 

 

6. Install and Load Driver as a Kernel Module for PC in Linux 

For developers requiring to test Quectel modules on PC with Linux operating system like Ubuntu, 

Quectel can provide source files of USB serial option/GobiNet/QMI_WWAN drivers. These USB drivers 

can be installed and used by using the following commands and then rebooting the PC. 

Based on local PC (ubuntu) compiler QMI_WWAN driver: 

 

 

 

sudo ./quectel-CM 

sudo ./make install 
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Based on raspberry kernel Cross compile QMI_WWAN driver on Ubuntu: 

 

Note:Cross compiling needs to specify the corresponding kernel source directory. 

 

Manually load the driver： 

 

insmod loads the driver, rmmod unloads the driver, it shows that it has been loaded before. 

 

For manually loaded drivers, system restarts need to be manually reloaded 

Note: modprobe also used to load the driver, but different from insmod: 

1. Insmod can only load a specific device driver at a time, and the specific address of the driver is 

required. Written as: 

        insmod drv.ko 

2. modprobe can load all dependent drivers into the kernel at one time. The specific address of 

the driver is not added, but the driver module needs to be installed in the way of make 

modues_install when installing the file system. The driver is installed under 

/lib/modules/$(uname -r)/... Written as: 

        modprob drv 
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